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About This Game

Dungelot: Shattered Lands takes you on an epic roguelike dungeon-crawler adventure to defeat zombie cows, splat giant evil
mushrooms, and generally get back home in one piece. Deceptively simple, ever so addictive.

Three worlds to explore with endless modes unlocking after each one

4 Characters to upgrade, each with distinctive play styles

18 Dungeons to fight through

Mini games to uncover, side-quests to undertake

Bosses to fight, merchants to trade with, and secrets to uncover

Developed by Red Winter, a two man studio based in Russia, Dungelot: Shattered Lands is the third part in the popular
series, and tasked the player with traversing randomly-generated dungeons, smashing enemies in the face and hunting for
the keys that will allow you to venture even further. Dungelot originally became a cult hit thanks to its addictive "just
one more go" feel, and with Shattered Lands, the Dungelot formula has now been fully realized.

Dungelot: Shattered Lands will feature dozens of hours of content, with three worlds to explore, hundreds of items,
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spells and enemies, and epic boss battles that will burn your face off.
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Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Red Winter Software
Publisher:
tinyBuild
Release Date: 18 Feb, 2016
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This is catastrophic, unadulterated, fun!. I like this game alot, it feels very nice to play, I play coop with my best friend patwick.
I like the grapfics and textures and the audio quality is on point. Cant wait for woddle tree adventures 2. Better than 2017 but
buggy. Once they iron out the bugs it will be good.

Main improvements for me:
Better career mode and team building
Tougher more realistic racing, playing on hard instead of extreme and have challenge.
. Pros:
- reasonable price for 4-5 hours of gameplay
- interesting mechanics which are introduced at a good pace
- engaging enough to make you want to play in one sitting
- puzzles challenging but not too hard
- gameplay almost flawless

Cons:
- rarely the game will bug out and you have to restart in order to get level transitions to load
- walking is rather slow
- story wasn't that interesting / good (but it's a puzzle game so who cares)

Conclusion:
If you like first-person puzzle games you can safely get this and have a fun time. It doesn't reinvent the wheel and doesn't reach
the high genre standards games like Portal, Antichamber or The Witness had set. But at this price the puzzles are good enough
to make you have a fun time.. this game is awesome
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It is so full of bugs that it is impossible to play. Don't waste money on this game.. Pure Chess a very good game to learn a lot
about Chess it is also very challenge full, i like it but sometimes i am bored to play against the Computer players. It would be
cool to play online with other peoples but sadly is the Online Multiplayer server very inactive.

I recommend it to the people who are interested to learn a lot about chess and also love the challenge. And less recommendable
for those who like to play online.. There's no ♥♥♥♥ing reason why I should turn down my graphics in a bullet hell game just to
make the framerate better.

It's mediocre, it feels amateur.

bleck.. screensaver simulator. A remake of the free pixel platformer Treasure Adventure Game, this version has beautiful
graphics, a great soundtrack, story and pacing improvements, and puzzle improvements.

It's a Metroidvania-style game where you travel around the whole world solving puzzles, going back and forth to collect items
and powerups, and fight the occasional boss. It's a refreshingly different setting for this kind of game, with a mix of Indiana
Jones-style environments, modern cities, and cozy little farms. And talking animals that can do magic.

PROS:

Fun, replayable, engaging Metroidvania format, unique world, good soundtrack and sound effects.

CONS:

Some of the jumping puzzles can be annoying, but they aren't unfair and can be solved with a little effort. Controllers are
recommended, this is no fun on a keyboard. Some load times seem to take too long for a relatively simple game. Some game
mechanics not explained at all (e.g. the purple portals).

OVERALL:

This is a lot of fun and is great for all ages. It would fit in anyone's game library. It has an engaging and thought-provoking story
and has a lot of replayability.

(Disclosure: I backed this game through Kickstarter.)
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